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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m. For an m-primary 
ideal a of A, the number N(a) of irreducible ideals that appear in an 
irredundant irreducible decomposition of a is called the index of reducibility 
of a (201. As was stated in [ 17) and is well known, we have 
N(a) = ,P (Ala). 
where we denote by MY (M) the dimension of the socle of an A-module JVZ as 
an A/m-vector space. 
In the case where a is a parameter ideal of A, several properties of N(a) 
had been found and played essential roles in the earlier stage of 
developement of the theory of Gorenstein rings and/or Cohen-Macaulay 
rings 12. 3. 7, 16-201. We cite here. for instance, the following: In a regular 
local ring. any parameter ideal is irreducible. This was implicitly proved by 
W. Griibner 1 I8 1 and D. G. Northcott proved that the index of reducibility 
of parameter ideals in a Cohen-Macaulay local ring is an invariant of the 
ring [ 20 1. Conversely if the index of reducibility of any parameter ideal of A 
is equal to one, then A is a Cohen-Macaulay ring [ 19 1. On the other hand 
R. Berger proved that a l-dimensional local ring A of positive depth (hence a 
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Cohen-Macaulay ring) is a Gorenstein ring if the maximal ideal m is 
generated by two elements 13 1. This fact was extended to higher-dimensional 
cases in 17 1. namely, every Cohen-Macaulay local ring A with dimension d 
and embedding d~mensjon d i 1 must be a Gorenstein ring. They 
furthermore asserted that the Cohen-Macaulay condition on A above can be 
replaced by the property 
N(q) is an invariant of A not depending on 
the choice of the parameter ideal q. M+) 
The last replacement of the conditions does have much meaning, because 
it was also proven in 171 that the property (#) does not confine the local 
ring A to be a Cohen-Macau~ay ring. This fact together with the (counter-) 
example constructed in 17 j has motivated our research developed in this 
article. 
However, for a long while the primitive interest in the indexes of 
reducibility of parameter ideals has given way to other notions derived from, 
say, the homological methods of rings. Indeed in the category of Cohen- 
Macauiay rings (or modules), the index of reducibility of parameter ideals is 
an invariant of the ring (or the module) that can be expressed in terms of 
local ~ohomology. But once we are beyond the category of Cohen-Macaulay 
rings (or modules), we should find/recover the meaning of the indexes of 
reducibility of parameter ideals. We want to know the behavior of them and 
find the terms to express them. fn this article we shall try to redeveIop the 
theory of index of reducibility. introducing a new numerical invariant of 
local rings relative to indexes of reducibility of parameter ideals. 
There are two main objectives in this paper. One is to find the upper 
bound for the indexes of reducibility of parameter ideals in a local ring and 
the other is to characterize the rings with the constant indexes of reducibility 
of parameter ideals. 
Now let us summarize our results below. Throughout A denotes a 
Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m, if it is not specified otherwise. 
DEFINITION (0.1). Let M be a finitely generated A-module, 
(i) For an ideal a of A such that the length ~.~(~/~) of ~/~ is 
finite, we define the index of reducibility of a relative to M as 
(ii) We set 
~~~~) := supif~(q~ M) 1 q is a parameter ideal for MI, 
\ 
N is a submodule of M with 
r,(M) := sup 9 (M/N) i 
I 
finite colength (i.e., I.,,(M/N) < co) ’ , 
and L.,!(N) ,< n I 
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and call it the type of M. In particular if M = A, we denote simply by r(A) 
the type of the local ring A as a module over itself. 
(iii) For an integer n > dim M, we define 
where c,~(L) denotes the minimal number of generators for an A-module L. 
In Section 1, some preliminary facts are presented. Above all a new class 
of rings (and modules) so-called quasi-Buchsbaum rings (or modules) shall 
be introduced. They are in fact as one might guess generalized from 
Buchsbaum rings: We define a quasi-Buchsbaum ring as a local ring A such 
that mH#) = 0 for all i # dim A. Numerous examples of quasi-Buchsbaum 
rings which are not Buchsbaum rings have been discovered by the first 
author and in the subsequent paper ( 15 1 we shall construct a theory of such 
rings (and modules). 
In Section 2, evaluation of the type of a module with finite local 
cohomologies of degrees off of dimension is discussed and our conclusion is: 
THEOREM ((2.1), (2.3) and (2.5)). Let A4 be a finitely generated A- 
module with finite local cohomologies (i.e., H’,(M) is finitely generated for 
an?’ i # d = dim M). Then we hate the following inequalities, 
where K,G denotes the canonical module 
HomA Wd,bW. E, (A/m)) 
of the m-adic completion kf of M. 
If M is a quasi-Buchsbaum odule, then both of the equalities hold in the 
above ecaluation of r,(M). 
In Section 3, we discuss the boundedness of the type of general local rings. 
Compared with the case of rings with finite local cohomologies the general 
case is more complicated and harder to treat and no standard induction 
arguments work. We will make careful and good use of the results in 
Section 2 to obtain the following which treats the small-dimensional ‘cases. 
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THEOREM ((3.1), (3.3) and (3.8)). (i) Let M be a finitely generated A- 
module of dimension one. Then we have 
sup r,(M) < co. 
nal 
(ii) Let M be a finitely generated A-module of dimension two. Then 
for any integer n > 2, we have 
r,(M) < 00. 
(iii) Suppose that dim A = 3, then 
r(A) < co. 
In the case where dimension is greater than three, we obtained the 
following striking 
EXAMPLE ((3.9)). Let d be any integer greater than three, then there 
exists a local ring A of dimension d with r(A) = cr;). 
It should be remarked that a well-known result by D. A. Buchsbaum and 
D. Eisenbud in [ 5 ] plays an essential role in the construction of the example. 
Section 4 is devoted to a characterization of local rings with constant 
index of reducibility of parameter ideals in some special cases. As remarked 
before such rings had already been dealt with in 171. Our results can be 
looked upon as a natural generalization of the assertions in 171. 
THEOREM ((4.3)). Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal m and the 
residue field k of dimension d > 0. Suppose that embedding dimension of 
A/H:(A) is d + 1. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) rn’ n H:(A) = (0) and A/Hi(A) is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. 
(ii) A is a Buchsbaum ring and N(q) is equal to an invariant of A not 
depending on the choice of the parameter ideal q of A. 
if M’e assume further that A contains k, then the following is also 
equivalent to the above conditions. 
(iii) The completion A- of A is isomorphic to 
k[X, ,.... X,, , . Y, . . . . . Y,D/((4 + (X3 Y)(Y)) 
as a k-algebra. Here X = (X, ,..., X,, + , } and Y = ( Y, . . . . . Y, } are indeter- 
minates, the integer s = l,,(HL(A)) and t; is a non-zero element in (X)’ k[X]. 
In the latter half of the final section, we give several examples to make 
sure of the best possibility of our results. 
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Throughout A denotes a ~oetherian local ring with maximal ideal m. 
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS (1.0). We stick to the following. Let M be 
an A-module and a = (a, ,.,., a,) be a system of elements of A. I(. (a; M) 
denotes the Koszul complex generated by a over M; namely, for r z= 1, 
and 
K,(a; M) = M for i=Oand 1 
K& Iv) = 0 For i+o,1, 
with the di~erentia1 map L$: = 0 for i# 1 and for any PE E K,(a,;M) 
d,(m) = a, m. For r 2 2, define induct~veIy i . (a; M) as the simple complex 
associated to the double complex 
where a’ = (a, ,.... n,- i f. More precisely, for each p E L, 
and the differential map n. is defined as 
for (u, t’)f iu,_.,(a’; ~)~~~(a’; M) with the differential map e. of 
K. (a’: M). jY. (a) simply denotes K. (a; A). ZJa; M), B,(a; M) and H,(a; M) 
denote the pth cycle, boundary and homology module, respectively. 
DEFINITION (I. I). A finitely generated A-module A4 is referred to as a 
module with finite local cohornologies if ~~(~) is finitely generated for all 
i # dim M. 
If this is the case, the length of ~~(~) for if dim M is denoted by ~~(~), 
or simply by h’ if no ambiguity is expected. Reference 1241 seems to be 
suitable as a general reference for such modules, where such are called the 
generatized Buchsbaum modules (see also 132 1 and 133 1). 
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Consequently, for any parameter x for M (Le., an element x of YJi with 
dim ,~/~~ < dim M), we haste 
Proof: We may assume that A is a complete ~orenstein local ring of 
dimension d = dim M 2 1. Let p f m, E Supp,~(~). By the local duality, if 
i # d. we have 
z (Ext~-~(~, A)), 
z Ext;;$%$, A J 
z Hom,p(llbd,p”-(d-i)(Mp), E, P(A &pA J), 
with r = dim A/p. Thus we see that M, is a Cohen-~acau~ay module over 
A, (of dimension ti - r). Q.E.D. 
In Section 2, the type of modules with finite local cohomologies will be 
discussed, while in Section 4 another class of rings called Buchsbaum rings 
play the main role. So we state de~nition of Buchsbaum modules (and rings) 
and some properties of them below for the convenience of the readers. As to 
the details, refer to (8, 9, 11, 13, 21, 23, 25-30, 32, 34-36 1. 
DEFINITION (1.3) 1261. A finitely generated A-module is called a 
Buchsbaum module if the following equivalent conditions are satisfied: 
(i} For any system of parameters x = (.x , . . . . . .ua) for 151. the difference 
l,~(‘~~/(X)~) - e,(x: M) 
is equal to an invariant of M (denoted by I(~)~ which does not depend on 
the choice of x, where e&x: M) denotes the multiplicity of M with respect 
to x. 
(ii) Every system of parameters x = (s , ,..., sa) for M forms a weak M- 
sequence; i.e., the following inclusion holds for each i = I,..., d: 
m(kl ‘..., xi- ,)M: A& c (x, . . . . . xi ,)M. 
A local ring A is called a Buchsbaum ring if it is a Buchsbaum module 
over itself. 
As one can guess from the de~nition, Buchsbaum modules (or rings} are 
endowed with various interesting properties. For example, one may well 
regard Buchsbaum rings (or modules) as a generalization of Cohen- 
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Macaulay rings (or modules). From that point of view, the characterizations 
given below seems to be inevitable. 
THEOREM (1.4) 123, 30). For a finitely generated A-module M of 
dimension d > 0. the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M is a Buchsbaum module. 
(ii) For anJ> system of parameters x for M, we have 
mH, (x; M) = 0 
(resp. mH,(x; M) = Ofor any p > I). 
(ii’) For any subsystem of parameters x for M (i.e., a system that can 
be extended to a s.o.p. for M). M’e have 
mH,(x; M) = 0 
(resp. mH,(x; M) = 0 for any p > 1). 
Note also that if this is the case. H,,(x; M) is the socle ?f 
K,,(x; W/B& M). 
We have in general 
H;(M) ” h H’(x”; M) 
n 
for any i with x = (X , ,..., xd) a s.o.p. for M, where for n > 1 
H’(x”; M) G H’(Hom,(K. (x”), M)), 
which form a direct system with x” = (x:...., x:;). 
Consequently (1.4) leads to 
COROLLARY (1.5). Let M be a Buchsbaum module of dimension d > 0. 
Then M is a quasi-Buchsbaum module; i.e.,for any i # dim M, we have 
mH’,(M) = 0. 
Note that by the characterization (1.8) of quasikBuchsbaum modules (1.5) 
follows easily from Definition (1.3) of Buchsbaum modules. 
In the case where M is a Cohen-Macaulay module (of dim .M = d). 
H:(M) is the unique non-vanishing local cohomology. For the general 
Buchsbaum modules. however, we can expect nonvanishing local 
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cohomologies to provide terms to tell what Buchsbaum modules are. Indeed. 
for instance, we have 
(resp. e,(a;A)> 1 f ~~C;~(~:~) h’(A)), for any s.o.p. for a Buchsbaum 
module M (resp. of a Buchsbaum ring A) 114,321. 
Also for modules with finite iocal cohomalogies, we have the following 
formulae which are often used in this paper: 
PROPOSITION (1.6) j24, 321. Let M he u~~~~el~ ge~ze~ff~~~ A”mud~le ~{~ith 
firlite local coho~zu~og~es o d~rne~s~orl d > 0 and a = (a, ,..., ad> be a s.o.p. for 
M. Then we have 
(i) Fov r = l,..., d - 1, 
(ii) For arty p > I, 
In particular, by (i) and (iii), we haue the expression of the Buchsbaum 
invariant I(M) by the local cohomologies~ 
h’(M). 
Next we give a rather general emma on the Koszul homology. 
LEMMA (i-7). Let M be a ~~ite~~ generated A-module and x be an &I- 
regular element and x = (xl ,..., . Y,) be a s~~ste~?~ of elements in A with x, = x. 
Then there exists a splitting exact seq~e~lce~or each p E Z; 
ProoJ Let e. denote the di~erential map of the Koszul complex 
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K. (x’; M) with x’ = (x2...., xr). Then as remarked in (l.O), differential map 
of the Koszul complex K. (x; M) is defined as 
for (u, V) E Kpp,(x’; M) 0 K,(x’; M). We let u’ and 17, etc., denote the images 
of u and U, etc. in K. (x’; M/xA4) and C. the differential map of the complex, 
respectively. Let ) z 1 denote the homology class of the cycle z in each Koszul 
complex. Note that from the exact sequence 0 --$ M+ M--f M/xhf -t 0, the 
long exact sequence of homology modules is induced and it factors into the 
short exact sequences of the form in the statement of the lemma. The 
connecting homomorphism aD : H,(x; M/xA4) -+ H, ~, (x; M) is described as 
follows: for I(& t7)1 E H,(x; M/XIV), 
where (s, 1) E Znel(x; M) is determined by the cycle condition 
and 
xu + e,(c) = xt E xK,_ I(x’; M). 
Since x, =x kills M/xM, 
HP@, ,..., Xr; M/xM) = HP-,(x’; M/xM) @ H,(x’: M/xM). 
On the other hand there exists an isomorphism 
-1: H,_ ,(x’; M/xM) --f H,p ,(x; M) 
which makes the following diagram commutative: 
H,(x; M/xM) * H, .~ ,(x; M) 
1 ,A 
HP-,(x’; M/xM). 
A is defined as follows: for 5 E Z,- ,(x’; M/xAJ), there exists 
a E K,m,(x’;M) such that ep-, (b) = x(-a). Moreover we have 
xe,-,(a) = epm2(xa) = epm2 0 e,_ ,(-b) = 0. 
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Since x = x, is M-regular and e,_z(a) belongs to a direct sum of some copies 
of M, it follows that e,-*(a) = 0. Consequently 
(-a, b) E z,_ ,(x, ...) x, ; M) 
and we can set 
J(IQ) := 1(-a, b)l E H,_ ,(x, ,..., x,; Ml. 
Although it is routine work to check the well-definedness and bijectivity of 
the map k and the commutativity of the diagram, we dare give it below. 
Suppose that b”= cP(5) for some c E K,(x’; M), then there exists 
f E K,- ,(x’: M) with 
b - e,(c) = xf 
and 
xu = epp ,(b) = xe,- ,(f). 
Again by the regularity of x on M, we have 
hence (-a, b) = d,(S, c) and 
K-a, b)l = 0 in H, ,(x;M). 
Thus /1 is proved to be well defined. As the injectivity, supposing 
(-a, b) = d,(f, c), i.e., 
-a = -ep- ,(f) and b = xf + e,,(c) 
for some (h c) E K,(x; M), we conclude that 
b-= qq. 
Let (a, b) E Z,-~ ,(x; M) be arbitrary, then we have 
xa + ep I, = 0. 
By the definition of /I and the M-regularity of x, we have 
A(1 bl) = I(6 b)i, 
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that is, II is surjective. Finally, we must check the commutativity of the 
diagram. For ) 61 E HP-,(x’; M/xM), consider 
Set -eP- ,(b) = xs and xb + e,(O) =xt, then by e,-,(b) = xa, we have 
-xa = xs and hence -a = s. Also from xb = xt, b = t follows. Thus we have 
a,(1 b? 0 I) = I@, t)l = K-a, b)l 
= A(1 61). Q.E.D. 
We close this section with a brief observation of some basic facts about 
quasi-Buchsbaum rings (or modules). Regarding the details see the subse- 
quent papers (151 and (311 by the authors. 
THEOREM (1.8). Let M be a finitely generated A-module of dimension 
d > 1. IfM is a quasi-Buchsbaum module, then for any parameter x E m2 for 
M. M/xM is also a quasi-Buchsbaum module. 
Conversely if M/xM is a quasi-Buchsbaum module for some parameter 
x E m’ for M such that 1, ((0 : x),~) ( co, then M is a quasi-Buchsbaum 
module. 
As a corollary to (1.8) above we have the following: 
THEOREM (1.9) (31, Theorem 21. Let M be a finitely generated A- 
module of dimension d > 0. Then the following condition are equivalent. 
(i) M is a quasi-Buchsbaum module. 
(ii) There exists a s.o.p. for M contained in m2 which forms a weak 
M-sequence. 
(iii) Every s.o.p. for M in M’ is a weak M-sequence. 
Since the proof of (1.9) is available only by (311, we will quote briefly 
below for the convenience of the reader. 
Proof. (i) * (iii) Let x, ,..., xd E m2 be a s.o.p. for M. Then by (1.2), 
(0 : x,), c Hz(M), hence x, is weakly M-regular. We are done for the case 
where d = 1. Now let d > 2. Then by (1.8) M/x,M is also a. quasi- 
Buchsbaum and it follows that x2,..., xd form a weak M/x,M-sequence, by 
the induction assumption. 
(iii)* (ii) is trivially true. 
(ii) 3 (iii) Let x1 ,..., xrl by a weak M-sequence in m2. Then x2 ,..., xd 
form a weak M/x,M-sequence in m2. Hence by the induction assumption 
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M/x, M is a quasi-Buchsbaum module and again by the latter half of (1.8). 
M is proved to be a quasi-Buchsbaum module. So there remains to prove the 
case where d = 1: namely, if there exists a parameter x E m* for M which is 
weakly M-regular, then mH~(M) = 0. Note at first that 
m(0 : m’),,, = 0, 
since (0 : x), I> (0 : m2),W. On the other hand we have 
HO,(M) = (0 : m”), 
for some n > 1. Suppose n > 2, then rn’~- *HO,(M) c (0 : m*),\,, hence 
m “-‘HO,(M) = 0 and we finally conclude that mNk(M) = 0. Q.E.D. 
Note that the proof of the implication (ii) => (i) is essentially a slight 
modification of that of Lemma 2 of 136 I. 
EXAMPLE (1.10) [ 13,(1.4)]. For any d > 2, let 
A := k[X, Yj/((X) n (Y) n a + (F,“)), 
where k is a field, X = (X, ,..., X,) and Y = (Y, ,..., Y,) are indeterminates, n 
is an integer 23, a = (Xi ,..., X,, Yi ,..., Y,) and Fj = Xi t Yi for i = 0 ,..., d. 
Then F:‘,..., Fzd form a weak A-sequence (in any order) for any integers 
n,,..., nd > 1. Thus we see that by (1.9) A is a quasi-Buchsbaum ring, but is 
not a Buchsbaum ring. This provides a negative answer to the problem posed 
in 1361. 
Finally, we close this section with the announcement of the following 
result by the first author which presents a systematic construction of a quasi- 
Buchsbaum ring which is not a Buchsbaum ring satisfying various 
controlling data. 
THEOREM (1.11) j 15 1. For any given integer d > 3 and h, ,..., h,_, > 0 
suchthatforsomeiandj(1~i<j~d-1)h~>Oandhj>O,thereexists 
a quasi-Buchsbaum local domain A, which is not a Buchsbaum ring such 
that dim A = d and h’(A) = h’ for each i = l,...,d - 1. If h, = 0, then A can 
be taken to be normal. 
2. EVALUATION OF THE TYPE OF MODULES 
WITH FINITE LOCAL COHOMOLOGIES 
In this section we evaluate the type of a module with finite local 
cohomologies in terms of local cohomology. First we bound the types of 
such modules from above. 
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THEOREM (2.1). Let M be a finitely generated A-module with finite local 
cohomologies of dimension d. Then we have 
where K.c := Horn, (Hi(M), E, (A/m)) with the injective envelope E,4 (A/m) 
of A/m. 
To prove the theorem, we start with an easy lemma: 
LEMMA (2.2). Let M be a finitely generated A-module of dimension 
d > 1. Then for any parameter ideal q for M, we have 
hence 
Proof: Consider the exact sequence 0 --f (H:(M) + qM)/qM + A4,lqM --t 
M/(qM + Hi,(M)) -+ 0, and the assertion follows. 
Note that by (2.2), so far as the boundedness of the type is concerned, we 
may reduce to the case where depth A4 > 0. 
Proof of (2.1). We may assume that A is complete. We prove by 
induction on d = dim M. Clearly we have nothing to say if d = 0. Let d = 1. 
Then since M/H:(M) is a Cohen-Macaulay module of dimension one, for 
any parameter x for M, we have 
and by (2.2), 
rA (Ml G h O(M) + v, (&>. 
Let d > 2 and x be any parameter for M. Since M’ := M/xM is also a 
module with finite local cohomologies, by the induction assumption we have 
h’(W) + VA(&). 
By (1.2) we have IA((O: x),~) < co, hence from the commutative diagram 
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0 
0 
there are induced exact sequences, for i =: O,,.,, d - I, 
0 -+ ~~(~)/x~~(~) -4 ~~t~/x~) --+ (0 : X),& $+,, -) 0 
from which we have, for i = O,,.,, d - 2, 
hj(~~) < hj{~) + hi”“(M) 
and 
By the conventional calculation of binomial coef~cients, it follows 
Since ~,~fMf =sup~~.*t~/~~); x is a parameter for M), the required 
inequality hoids. QED 
Our next purpose in this section is to present he modules for which the 
equalities hold in the conclusion of (2.1). For that we evaluate from below 
the type of a module with finite local cohomologies. 
THEOREM (2.3). Let M be a~~itel~ generated A-nodule w~r~~~ite iocal 
coho~oIogies o~di~ens~on d. Then we hane 
To prove the theorem we invoke the foIiow~ng: 
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PROPOSITION (2.4). Let M be a finitely generated A-module with finite 
local cohomologies of dimension d 2 1 and x be a parameter for M. Then for 
all sufficiently large n, we have 
Y(H’,(M/x”M)) = ,M(H’,(M)) + ;c’(Hi,’ ‘(M)) 
for i = O,..., d - 1. 
Proof: (I) the case i > 1. Suppose that depth M = 0. Then for sufficiently 
large H, we have the equality HO,(M) = (0 : x”),~ and hence 
Hi(M) n PM = 0, from which we have an exact sequence: 
0 --t HO,(M) + M/x”M + M/(x”M + HO,(M)) -0. 
This leads to the isomorphism, for all i > 1, 
H’,(M/x”M) EC H’,(M/(x”M + HO,(M))). 
Consequently we may reduce to the case where depth A4 > 0. 
Now let depth M > 0, Then x is M-regular by (1.2). Extend x to a s.o.p. 
x, = x. x2 )..., xd for M. Since we have 
I;m H’(x;,..., x;: M) g H’,(M), 
m 
if m is sufficiently large, the socle of H’,(M) is the image of the socle of 
fP(x:‘,.... x7; M) under the limit mapping 
f;: N'(x~,...,x,";M)+ H’,(M) 
for each i = 1 ,..., d. Fix such m and set yi = X: for i = l..,., d. By the 
regularity of y, on M, there are induced commutative diagrams with 
y = (y, ,..., -vd), 
0 - N’(y; M) - H’(y; M/y, M) - If’+ ‘(y; M) - 0 
- H’,(M) - H’,(M/y,M) - H’,t ‘(M) - . 
Since we may choose m large enough for y, to kill all the local cohomology 
modules H’,(M) for i= 1 ,..., d- 1, each N’,(M) is a submodule of 
fff,,(M/~,~ M) for i = l,..., d - 1. If we show that the socle of H”‘(y;M) is 
the image of the socle of H’(y; M/y,M) for i = l,..., d - 1 under the 
connecting homomorphisms, our assertions will be sustained. By (1.‘7), it is 
already sustained. 
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(II) the case i = 0. By the same reason as at the beginning of the case 
(I), replacing x by some power of x, we may assume that 
(0 : x),l, = ~~(~). 
For any n > 2, we have the following commutative diagram: 
Here we define the mappings i and j naturally as below: 
and 
j(a mod xM + ~~~~)) := s”~“u mod PM. 
It is easy to check that i is injective, since for all k > 1, 
(0 : xk)*, = ~~(~}. 
Aspic ~orn,~(~/m, #) to the diagram, and we have another commutative 
diagram: 
0 --f Horn,~(~/m~ ante)) 
Since Hom~(~/m, i) is still injective, if we show that 
Horn~(~/rn, ~/(~~~~~ f ~~~~))) z Hom,@/m, ~~(~)) 
for all m > 1, Hom,(A/m, n) is proved to be surjective and the assertion is 
valid. Now consider the exact sequence 
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Applying Hom,(A/m, #), we obtain the isomorphism 
Hom,(A/m, Hk(M/(x”M + Hi(M)))) g Hom,(A/m, H#4/Hi(M))). 
Since Hk(M/HO,(M)) 2 H;(M), we have got the required isomorphism. 
Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to prove (2.3). 
Proof of (2.3). If d = 0, we have nothing to say. Let d > 1 and x be any 
parameter for M. By (2.4), for sufficiently large n, the equality 
t’Y(H’,(M/x”M)) = ,v (H’,(M)) + .-Y’(H; ‘(M)) 
holds for i = O,..., d - 1. On the other hand by the induction assumption, 
< I”‘(H’,(M)). 
Since r,4(M) > rA(M/x”M) in general, the assertion is valid. 
Combining (2.1) and (2.3), we have 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM (2.5). Let A4 be a quasi-Buchsbaum A-module of dimension d. 
Then 
h’(M) + u~(K,~). 
We cannot expect that the equality holds in (2.3) for general modules 
(even for such with finite local cohomologies.) 
EXAMPLE (2.6). Let 
A := k[X, Y, Zj/Z(X’, Y*, Z) 
with a field k and indeterminates X, Y and Z. Then 
HO,(A) 2 R/(X3, Y*, Z) and H;(A) = 0, 
where R = k[lX, Y, Zj. Hence we have 
;7 7. ( . 
,z l 
) s?(H’,(A)) = 2. 
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But for the parameter ideal q = (Y* -X3, XY)A, 
NA(q;A) = 3. 
In fact there exists an exact sequence 
0 -+ R/(X3, Y*, Z, XY) + A/q + R/(Z, Y* -X3, XY) --t 0. 
(X3, X*Z, YZ) is the set of generators of the socle of A/q, while (X2, Y} and 
(X3} are the ones for R/(X’, Y2, Z, XY) and R/(Z, Y* -X3, XY), respec- 
tively. 
We close this section with a remark on the polynomial extension. 
PROPOSITION (2.7). Let A be a Buchsbaum local ring with maximal 
ideal m of dimension d > 2. Assume that H’,(A) = 0 for all i # 1, d. Then for 
an indeterminate X we have 
r(A [Xj) = r(A). 
Proof: Let B be the Macaulayfication of A (see Theorem (1.1) of IS]). 
Then there exists an exact sequence: 
O+A+B+H;(A)+O. 
For a s.o.p. f= (f ,,..., fd+,) of AaX], consider the long exact sequence of 
Koszul homology modules: 
Note that r(B([X]) = r(B) = z’,(K,-) and 
H,(f; (k[X])“) z Hl(XO, 0 ,.... 0; k[X])” 
z (H,,(X”; k[Xj))“” 
z (k[X]/(X”))“h 
for some a > 1 and h := h’(A). Consequently, we have that 
.;/ (H,(f; k[Xj”), = dh 
and hence 
N,((f);AUXD)~r(BUXII)+dh 
= v,-(K,-) + dh = r(A). 
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On the other hand, since A = (A [IXl/(X) A IXjj), we have 
and the assertion is valid. Q.E.D. 
3. BOUNDEDNESS OF INDEXES OF REDUCIBILITY 
OF PARAMETER IDEALS 
We discuss the boundedness of r(A) of a local ring A along the (Krull-) 
dimension of A. Clearly for any local ring A of dimension one, (2.1) can be 
applied to conclude that r(A) < co. We, however, give rather stronger results 
even in the one-dimensional case to make use of in the treating the higher- 
dimensional cases. 
THEOREM (3.1). Let M be a finitely generated A-module of dimension 
one. Then for any submodule N of M, the minimal number u,~(N) of 
generators is bounded by an incariant of M independent of the submodule N. 
Consequently, for anv submodule N of M such that the length 
l,,(M/N) < co. ,Y (M/N) is bounded bjl an invariant of M. In particular. 
y, (M) < GO. 
Proof: We may assume that dim A = dim M = 1. Consider the 
idealization A D( M. Any A-submodule N of M can be identified with the 
ideal (0) X N of A D( M as an A-module. Since the minimal number of 
generators of any ideal of a local ring of dimension one is bounded 
(Chapter 3 of 1221). c/,~ $,((O) x N) = u,~(N) is also bounded. Since 
i (M/N) = c,,,((N : m),/N) < L~,~((N : m),,), the second assertion follows. 
Remark (3.2). With the notation of (iii) of (0.1) the result of 113.1) is 
restated as: 
sup(r,(M); n > l} < co. 
Next we treat the two-dimensional case. 
THEOREM (3.3). Let M be a finitely generated A-module of dimension 2. 
Then for any integer n > 2. we hare r,(M) < co. 
In particular, if dim A = 2, then r(A) = r?(A) < co. 
ProoJ: We may assume that A is complete. First we reduce to the case 
where M = A. There is no loss of generality if we assume that dim A = 2. 
Now let N be any submodule of M with v.!(N) < tz and I,.,(M/N) < co. There 
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exists a system of parameters (a, b) contained in (N : M), . Consider the 
idealization B = A K M and the ideal (n, b)A x N. Then it holds that 
and ((2, b)A X N is primary to the maximal ideal of B. Hence if our assertion 
is valid for the ring case, we have 
On the other hand. we have 
B/((a> 6) x N) 73 (((0) x M) + (a, b) x N),‘(aF b) x N 
Z (0) X ~/t((u, b)A X N) f-? (0) X M) = (0) x ~/to) x N z ~/N 
and it follows that 
hence 
Now let M = A and R be a Gorenstein local ring of dim R = 2 such that 
A = R/J and r== l/J be any ideal of A with v,~(T) < PI and tad(i) I= m. Then 
cR(Z) is bounded by some integer independent of z Since A/f= R/I and 
t YA (A/f) = ;“; (R/I), we may assume that A itself is a Gorenstein local ring. 
Let I = (Xl )...) sck) be any m-primary ideal of A with k < n. We may 
assume that x,,xz form an A-regular sequence and set .I= (x,, xZ)A. We 
have 
2 (A/I) = E,/~ (Hom,~,~(A/zl 44) & GW : W. 
On the other hand, by the lemma of Boratynski and Eisenbud (122, 
Chapter 3 (2.6)\ or IS]), 
uA((J : I)) < (‘?(A/(J : I)) + I) co(A), 
where e,(A) denotes the multipIicit~~ of A. Since 
li (A/(J : I)) = CA((J : (J : I))/J) 
= L~,~(I/J) < c,,,(Z) = k < n. 
we finally conclude that 
.‘/ (A/l) < (n -t 1) e,(A). Q.E.D. 
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Our next target is the general three-dimensional case. Before that we must 
deal with the special case where A is an unmixed local ring of dimension 
three. 
PROPOSITION (3.4). Suppose that there exists an exact sequence 0--f A + 
B --t C + 0 with A a local ring of dimension three, B a Jnitely generated A- 
module with finite local cohomologies and C a finite!la generated A-module of 
dimension at most two. Then r(A) < co. 
Proof: If dim C = 0, A is with finite local cohomologies and we are done. 
Let 0 < dim C < 2 and q = (a, b, c) be a parameter ideal of A. There exists 
an exact sequence 
H,(q;C+A/qA+B/qB+ 
which leads to 
.Y’(A/q) < .Y (B/qB) + .Y (Im(6)) < rA(B) + .V(Im(@). 
Since we already know that r4(B) < co, it suffices to find an upper for 
.F’(Im(6)). We prepare the two lemmas for that below. 
LEMMA (3.5). Let C be a finitely generated A-module of dimension one 
and x , ,..., x, be any sequence of elements of A. Then for any homomorphic 
image D of Hk(x, ,..., xk, . C), .Y (D) has an upper bound determined only bq 
r. k and C. In other words. 
1 
D is a homomorphic image of ’ 
sup <Y(D) Hk(x, ,..., x,; C) and (x, ,..., x,) 1 
! 
< 00. 
\ is a system of r elements of A , 
Proof. Since Z,(x, ,..., x, ; C) is a submodule of direct sum of ( ; ) copies 
of C, D is a submodule of a homomorphic image of C(L) which is of 
dimension one, and (3.1) can be applied to bound .?‘(D) from above. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA (3.6). Let C be a finitely generated A-module of dimension two 
and (a, 6) be a s.o.p. for C. Then for any homomorphic image D of 
H,(a. b; C), .Y (D) is bounded by an inuariant of C independent of the choice 
of (a, b). Namely, 
sup 
D is a homomorphic image of ’ 
H,(a, 6; C) and (a, b) is a I < co. 
s.0.p. for C 
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Proof. We may assume that A is complete. Let U = U,(O) be the 
component of dimension two of a primary decomposition of (0) in C; i.e., 
(0) = Uf’ I/ with dim C/V< 1 and C/U is unmixed of dimension 2, hence 
ass,(C/U) = assh,(C/U) = assh,(C). Here we define for any finitely 
generated A-module N, 
assh,d(N) = {p E ass,(N); dim A/p = dim N). 
Note that the dimension of Ii as an A-module is at most one. Let (a, b) be a 
s.o.p. for C. Then from the exact sequence 
we get the exact sequence 
H,(a, b; U)+ H,(a, b; C)* H,(a, b; C/U). 
For any homomorphic image D of H,(a, b; C), there exists a commutative 
diagram with suitable D’ and D”: 
O- D” + D +D’+O 
1 
I 
I I 
0 0 0 
To bound .7(D) it suffices to bound both .;i (D’) and 5’ (D”). By (3.5). 
.5‘ (D”) was already bounded. On the other hand, since 
Im(x) c H,(a. 6; C/U), we have 
.f (D’) G 1,4(Im(n)) 6 I,(H,(a b; C/U)) 
< 2h”(C/U) + h’(C/U), 
for C/U is with finite local cohomologies (1.6). 
We now go back to the proof of (3.4). Set D = Im(6). If dim C = 1. by 
(3.5). we are done now. So let dim C = 2 and then we may assume that (a, b) 
form a s.o.p. for C. There exists a commutative diagram with suitable A- 
modules D’ and D”: 
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ff,(q; B) -+ (0 : Ch,hM -+ 0 
1 i 
O+ D” + D -+ D’ +O 
i 1 ! 
0 0 0 
By (3.6). i (D”) has already been bounded from above. On the other hand, 
it is easy to see that D’ is considered as a submodule of C/E, where E is a 
submodule of C with the minimal number of generators L'.<(E) bounded from 
above by 
c((a.b)B : c/(a, b)B) + 2. 
Since B is a module with finite local cohomologies, 
/,((a, b)B : c/(a, b)B) < c c i : io ’ h’(B) 
(1.6). So we could bound v,~ (E) from above by an integer independent of a 
submodule E of C, and by (3.3), we have 
2 CD’) < r,,(C). 
where n = Ci=,, ( f ) h’(B) + 2. Thus we could bound / (D) from above by 
an invariant of A independent of q. Q.E.D. 
As a corollary we have the unmixed case. 
COROLLARY (3.7). Let A be a local ring of dimension three. Suppose 
that A is unmixed. i.e., for the completion a of A, ass@) = assh@), then 
r(A) < co. 
ProoJ We may as usual assume that A =a and hence there exists the 
canonical module K of A. Set B = Hom,,(K, K) and consider the natural map 
h: A + B. Then h is finite, ker(h) = U,.j(0) = 0, C = coker(h) is of dimension 
at most one and B satisfies Serre’s condition (S,) ( 1, (3. l)]. Consequently B 
is with finite local cohomologies and we can apply (3.4) to obtain 
r(A) < 00. 
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THEOREM (3.8). Zf A is a locaf ring ofdimA = 3, then r(A) < co. 
Proof. We may assume that A =a. Let U and V be the unmixed 
component and the complementary component of a primary decomposition 
of (0) in A, respectively. Then A’ = A/U is unmixed of dimension 3 and the 
dimension of A” = A,/V is at most 2 and there exists an exact sequence 
O-+A-+A’@A”-+C-+O 
with C = A/(U + V) and dim C < 2. Let q = (a, b, c) be a parameter ideal of 
A. Then we have an exact sequence of Koszul homology modules: 
-+H,(q;A’@A”)+H,(q;C) ’ 
A/q+A’/qA’@A”/qA”+. 
Since A’ is unmixed and A” is of dimension at most 2, by (3.7) and (3.3), 
the following hold: 
.V(A’/qA’) < r(A’) < 03 
and 
Y(A”/qA”) < r(A”) < 03. 
It therefore suffices to show that .Y(lm(@) has an upper bound independent 
of q. If dim C = 1, by (3.5) we are done. So let dim C = 2 and set D = Im(6). 
Consider the following commutative diagram with suitable D’ and D”: 
o ~ ff,(a, b; C> 
cH(a, b; C) --t 
H,(q; C) --$ (0 : c) C!(a,bK 40 
Since a, b can be assumed to be a s.o.p. for C, by (3.6), 9 (D”) is bounded 
from above. On the other hand, if the minimal number v,(H,(q; A’ @A”)) 
for generators of H,(q; A’ @A”) has an upper bound independent of the 
choice of q, D’ can be considered as a submodule of a homomorphic image 
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C/E for some submodule E with Us bounded from above by an integer n 
independent of the submodule E and by (3.3) we have 
,i (D’) < .;“‘(C/E) <r,(C) < co. 
So we claim that both t!,.,(H,(q;A’)) and nA(H,(q;A”)) have an upper 
bound. Since A’ is unmixed of dimension three, by the same argument as the 
proof of (3.7) there exists an exact sequence 
O-tA’fB-tF-10. 
Where B is a ring of dimension three satisfying Serre’s condition (Sz), hence 
is with finite local cohomologies, dim F < 1 and f is a finite map. Consider 
the exact sequence of Koszul homology modules with respect to the ideal q: 
We have 
and the last term is bounded from above by ~~_, (i:,)hi(B) (1.6). If 
dim F = 0. 
~‘,,(ff,(q; F)) < lA(ffz(q; F)) < 3(1,(F)). 
If dim F= 1, by (3.5) 
uA (Im(A)) = c Y(Im(A)/m Im(A)) 
which is bounded from above. Thus in any case, u,(H,(q; A ‘)) has an upper 
bound. 
If dim A ” < 1, by (3.5), 
UA(ffl(q;A”)) = ~Y(H,(q;A”)/mH,(q;A”)) 
has an upper bound. Let now dim A ” = 2. Then A ” is uniformly coherent 
([22, Chapter 1 (8.3) and Chapter 3 (2.2)]; see also [ 121 for further infor- 
mation about this notion). Since 
and uA(H,(q;A”)) ,< uA(Z,(q;A”)), c,q(Z,(q; A”)) is, hence u,,(H,(q; A”)) is 
bounded from above. Q.E.D. 
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Our remaining task in this section is ta confirm the best possibility of our 
preceding observation along the dimension. which is attained by the 
fo[iowing: 
EXAMPLE (3.9). Let k be a field, XI,..., X, and Y be indeterminales, 
s = k[X, ,‘..) X,, I’1 and T== k[X, ,..., X,1, Define the S-module structure of 
T by e: S -+ T with e(Y) = 0 and e(X,) = Xi for i = t,.... r. Consider the 
idealization A = S D( T. Then 
i 
2 if r--o. 1 
r(A)=, 3 
I 
if r=2 
k.00 if r> 3. 
Proof, If r = 0, then A = li[Yj K k is a ~uchsbaum ring of dimension 
one. By (2.5), r(A) = 2. If Y = 1 (resp. Y = 2), then U = ~~~~0) = (0) x kjjX,l 
(resp. u= (0) x !qX,, X,]> and A’ = A/U = k!X,, Yj K (0) (resp. 
= k&x,, x,, q K (0)) is a regular local ring. Hence for any parameter ideal 
q of A we have ,i;“(A’/qA’) = 1. In the case where r = 1, ,‘i”(U/qU)= 
~~.(~~X~~/q~~X~~) = 1, Hence from the exact sequence 
0 -+ u/q u --f A /qA -+ A ‘/qA c -+ 0, 
we have .S‘ (Alq.4) < 2. Consider the so+. a = (X:,X,) and b = (Y’, 0) of 
A. Then (,u, J, 0) and (0, x,) are the generators of the socfe of A/(@, 624, and 
we have r(A) = 2. Now let r = 2. Then .~‘{U~~~) < r3(U) < 2. Indeed, for 
q’ -I (a, b, c) c: 7’ -= k[X, ) X,j we have the resolution 
Thus we have 
and consequently :i (T/q~T) < 2 and r(A) < 3. On the other hand, consider a 
parameter ideal q =: (Xi, Xs, X,X, -- Y)A and the exact sequence 
Then (0, x,), (0, x2), (x,?c2, 0) is a set of venerator of the socle of A/qA. 
namely, r(A) 5.3. 
Finally, we must prove that if Y >, 3, then r(A) -= co. For that purpose we 
will show that for any given odd integer n > 5, there exists a parameter ideal 
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q such that N(q) > n - 3. Let n be given as above. Then by a well-known 
result of [5] there exists an ideal I of B = kI[X, ,X2, X,1 such that B/I is an 
Artinian Gorenstein ring with uB(Z) = n. Let a, ,..., a, be a generating system 
of I in B. We may assume that a,, u2, a3 form a B-regular sequence and set 
J = (a,, a,, a,)B. Then we have for some b E B, 
because (J : 1)/J z Hom,JB/I, B/J) 2 B/Z. Now consider a parameter ideal 
Q = (a,, u2, u3, Y - b, X, ,..., X,.)S of S = k!X, ,..., X,, Yj. Then QA is a 
parameter ideal of A and we have an exact sequence: 
H,(QA; S x (0)) + ((0) x WQ((O) x T) --t AIQA. 
Since S is regular, H,(QA, S x (0)) = 0. Note that 
((0) X WQ(P> X T)> E (0) x (T/(u,, u2. a,, 6, X, ,..., x,.)7’) 
= (0) x @/(a, 3 ~2 3 a,, b)B). 
Since .~,&B/(u,, a,, u3, b)B) = ~A,.,(B/(.J : OB) = tl,,,(I/J) = n - 3, we 
obtained / (A/QA) > n - 3 as required. Q.E.D. 
4. RINGS WITH CONSTANT INDEX OF REDUCIBILITY 
OF PARAMETER IDEALS 
If rl is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring, each index of reducibility of a 
parameter ideal is equal to an invariant of A, called the C.-M. type of A. The 
property, however, does not confine the ring to be a C.-M. ring. An example 
of non C.-M. local ring with the constant index of reducibility of parameter 
ideals had already been given in (71. The example is a Buchsbaum local ring 
of dimension one and is besides obtained as an idealization. These facts 
oriented us to the investigation of such rings. We therefore must begin with 
the following characterization of idealization. 
PROPOSITION (4.1). Let A be a complete local ring with maximal ideal m 
of dimension d > 0 containing the residue field k. Set W = H:(A). Then A is 
isomorphic to the idealization (A/W) K W us a k-algebra and m W -= (0) if 
and only if m2 n W = (0). 
Proof. Only if part. It easily follows from mW = (0) that 
((m/W) x W)‘n ((0) X W) = (0), hence we have m2 n W= (0). 
If part. Let m = (x ,,...,. Y,, J’ ,,..., y,)A, where s = ho(A), (y ,,..., ,)>,)A = 
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Hi(A) and Y + s = emb-dim A. There is a naturally constructed commutative 
diagram: 
where p is the natural projection, i the inclusion and x = {X, ,..., X,} and 
y = {Y,,..., Y,} are indeterminates. Set R = k[x, y], S = k[x] and n the 
maximal ideal of R. We first claim that 
I = JR + n(y)R. 
If z E J, then from m* n W = (0) it follows that 
zE((y)R+1)nn2cI. 
Consider the following diagram: 
1 c 
ker(p) ------t w +o 
1 1 
O+I/(JR+(y))+R/(JR+n(y)R)~ A +O 
Clearly ker(p) = (y)(R/(JR + n(y))) and $(ker(p)) = W, hence by counting 
the dimensions as k-vector spaces we have ker(p) E W which leads to that $ 
is an isomorphism and I = JR + n(y). Thus we have A z R/(JR + n(y)) = 
(S/J) K (ker(P)) = (A/W) K W. Q.E.D. 
Before entering our first main topics in this section, we must observe the case 
where A/H:(A) is a regular local ring. 
PROPOSITION (4.2). Let A be a Buchsbaum local ring with maximal 
ideal m of dimension d > 0. Suppose that A/H:(A) is a regular local ring. If 
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A has the constant index of reducibility of parameter ideals, then A itseCf 
must be regular. 
Proof Suppose that Hi(A) # (0). Then 
m = (x, )...) -4 + fcl(A 1 
for some x = {xr ,..., xd] c m. Consider the exact sequence: 
0 --) HO,(A) -4 A/(x)A + A/(HO,(A) + (x)) --t 0. 
We claim that Y@/(x)) = h’(A). A ssume that there exists a generator z of 
the socle of A/(x) such that z - 1 E Hi(A) + (x). Then we have m == (x) and 
A is a regular local ring, hence Hi(A) = (0): a contradiction. Thus the claim 
is sustained. On the other hand, however, by (2.3) it holds that 
r(A) > .F(Hi(A)) + %y(Ht(A)) 
=h’(A)+ 1. 
Since we assumed that A has the constant index of reducibility, for the above 
s.o.p. x, .Y(A/(x)) = ho(A) + 1: a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
We have now come to our main result in this section: 
THEOREM (4.3). Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal tn and the 
residue field k of dim A = d > 0 and emb-dim A/ W= d + 1 with 
W = Hz(A). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
( 1) m2 f? W = (0) and A/W is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. 
(2) A is a Buchsbaum ring and N(q; A) = r(A) for any parameter 
ideal q of A. 
If besides A contains the residue field k, then the following is also 
equivalent o the above conditions: 
(3) The completion A of A is isomorphic to 
WV’, y..., xci+, , Y, ,.... Y.~]/((<) + n(y)) 
as a k-algebra. Where X = (X, ,..., Xd+ , } and Y = { Y, ,..., Y, } are indeter- 
minates with s = lA( W), < # 0. E (X)‘k[Xj and n = (X, Y) k(jX, Yj. 
Proof (2) * (1) Note that A/W is also a Buchsbaum ring. F‘or any 
parameter ideal q for A/W, it follows from (2.2) and (2.5) that 
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and 
r(A/W) = r(A) - ho(A), 
hence by the assumption. we have for any parameter ideal q 
N(q;A/W) = $4/W). 
Since emb-dim A = d + 1, by Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 of [ 7 1, A/W must 
be a Gorenstein ring (hence clearly Cohen-Macaulay). Note also that by 
N(q; A/W) = N(q; A) - ho(A), from the exact sequence 
O+ W-+A/q+A/(q + W)-+O 
the inclusion 
(q + w : m), c (q : m), 
follows. NOW let m = (x, ,..., xd, b) + W, where X, ,..., xd are chosen to be a 
s.0.p. for A/W. If z E m* f~ W, then we have 
z=cb+c,x, + ... +c,x, 
for some c and ci’s in A. Let q = (x, ,.,., xd). Then 
c E ((q + w> : b) = (((q + W : ml> = (q : m) 
hence bc E q and z E q f? W and the last intersection is (0), since A is a 
Buchsbaum ring. 
(1) u (3) Follow the proof of (4.1). 
The implication (1) * (2) follows from the more general result stated 
below, which is in some sense a generalization of Theorem 2 of [ 71. 
THEOREM (4.4). Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal m and W = 
Hi(A). Assume that A/W is a Cohen-Macaulay ring which is not a regular 
local ring. If Wn rn’ = (0), then for any parameter ideal q, the equalit? 
holds. 
N(q; A) = h”(A) + r(A/W) 
Proof. Let q = (a,,..., ad) be a parameter ideal of A. Then we have the 
exact sequence 
O=H,(q;A/W)-t w+A/q+A/(q+ w)-,~, 
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It suffices to show that ((q + W) : m) c (q : m). Set I = r(A/W) = N(q; A/W). 
Then with some xi ,..., x, 
m = (x, ,.... x,) + q + w. 
Since A/W is not a regular local ring, t > 1. First let f > 2. Then for any 
a E ((9 + W) : ml, 
with c~,,~ E A and wi E W, for i = l,..., d. Let n # i with 1 < n < d. We have 
x,(xiu) = x~(x,,u) hence 
d 
T ,,,Ci,jUj= : XjC,,j”, 
.,Tl j 1 
and tinally 
d 
y- (x,c;,i - XiC,,j) uj = 0. 
j= 1 
Since ai’s are regular sequence modulo W, we have 
X,Ci.,j -XjC,,,j E q + W. 
Since xi’s are chosen as minimal generators for m modulo q + W, we see that 
c n,J are ci,j are all in m, whence ~1; E m* n W = (0), that is, mcz c q as 
required. 
Now let t=l, then m=(x)+ W+q for some x. Let uE(q+ W):m, 
then with some cj’s. we have 
d 
xu = \’ 
,--I 
cpi + w, 
where M: is an element of W, which we want to kill. For that it suffices to 
show that all the coefficients cj are in m. Suppose that c, @m, then 
a, E (a*,..., ad) + w + (x) and 
m = (a,,..., ad) + b-1 + K 
which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Without the assumption that emb-dim A/ W = d + 1, the implication 
(2) 5 (1) is not true in general. Indeed: 
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EXAMPLE (4.5). Let A = k[X, Y, Z]/((X’)(X, Y, Z) + (Z”)) with a and 
b2.2, R=k[[X,Y,Zj, and n and m be the maximal ideals of R and A, 
respectively. Then we have 
dimA = 1, 
emb-dim A = 3, 
Hi(A) = (X0, Zb)/((Xa)n + (Zb)) z R/n, 
and 
A/HO,(A) s R/(X”, Z’). 
On the other hand, H:(A) n m* # (0). 
We claim that for any parameter f of A, we have 
W(.f)A;A) = 2. 
Let F = cX + dY + eZ be an element of R having f as its image in A. Then 
F, X”, Zb form an R-sequence and we have an exact sequence: 
0 + R/n + A/fA + R/(X”, Zb, F) + 0. 
Consider A = dX”- ‘ZbP I, then A is a generator for both of the socles of 
A/fA and R/(Xa, Zb, F). 
As to (2) of (4.3), the condition that any parameter ideal has a constant 
index of reducibility solely does not imply that A is a Buchsbaum ring. 
EXAMPLE (4.6). Let A = k[X, Y, Zj/(X(X’, Y, Z) + (Z’)). Then 
HO,(A) = W, Z)/(X(X*, Y, Z) + (Z’)> 
z kpg/(X’>, 
hence A is not a Buchsbaum ring. On the other hand, 
A/HO,(A) = k[X, Y, Zn/(X Z’) 
is a Cohen-Macaulay ring and for any parameter f = F mod X(X*, Y, Z) + 
(Z’) of A, N((f)A; A) = 2. In fact expressing F = aX + bY + cZ, we see that 
A = bZ is a generator for both of the socles of A/fA and R/(F, X, Z’). 
More generally we have the following: 
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EXAMPLE (4.7). For any integer d > 2, there exists a local ring A with 
the maximal ideal m such that 
dim A = d, 
N(q;A)=2 for any parameter ideal q of A, 
emb-dim A = d + 2, 
and 
H’,(A) = 0 if i#l,d. 
Further H;(A) is not finitely generated. 
Let R = k[X, ,..., Xd+*l, and 
A = R/((X:) -t X,(X, ,.,., Xd+ ,I). 
There exists an exact sequence: 
while 
((X:)+(X,))/((X:)+X,(X,....,X,+,))rR/(X,,...,X,+,). 
It therefore follows easily that H’,(A) = (0) if i # 1, d ami H;(A) z k[X,+21/, 
which is not finitely generated as an A-module. Assume that image of 
F, ,..., Fd E R in A form a s.o.p. of A. Let Fi = C,f’f f.,,Xi and A denote the 
determinant of the matrix M below: 
x, 0 ,.... 0 0 
f,,, fl.3 ‘-Ji.d+ 2 f,., 
Then A is a generator of both of the socles of R/(X:, FJ ,..., F,, X1) and 
A/(F,,..., F,)A. To see that, recall the equality with M the matrix of 
cofactors of M, X, X x3 f-1 
A ; II II zh) f . X dt2 Fd x2 x2 
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EXAMPLE (4.8). For a given integer d > 2. there exists a Buchsbaum 
domain such that 
dim A = d, 
H&4)=0 if i#l,d, 
h’(A) = 1, 
and 
N(q; A) = d + 2 for any parameter ideal q of A. 
Let C and R denote the fields of complex numbers and of real numbers. 
respectively. Define 
s = C[X I,..., Xd+, I/(x; + ... t A-;,,) 
and 
R = rUjx, ,..., xd+ ,, ix- ,,..., ix,, , I. 
where -xj denotes the image of Xj in S, for j = l...., d + 1. Set m = (x, ix)R, 
A = R, and T = G IX, ,..., Xd+ ,I. Let q = (a, ,.... ad) be a parameter ideal of 
A. Then there exists b , ,..., b, in m such that q = (b, .,.., b,)A. Let J; E T, be 
such that bi is the image off, in S and also 
-f;.=aj,lXl + “’ +“j.d-[Xd+I 
for eachj = l,..., d with suitable ai,*‘s. Consider the exact sequence 
O+R+S+ lr+O 
and the induced homology sequence 
0 = H,(b; S) --) H,(b; 12) + R/(b)R --t S/(b)S. 
We claim that the socle of S/(b)S is in the image of the socle of R/(b)R. 
Note at first that R + = S, . Let M be the matrix 
and A be the determinant of the matrix M. Then A is in fact an element of R 
and is a generator for both of the socles of R/(f)R and S/(b)S. 
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